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Implemented:
READERS:
1. ReadRate service is added and integration with social networks (Facebook, Vkontakte, Оdnoklassniki, Twitter) is realized;
2. New design of the reading menu;
3. New design of the table of content;
4. The operation of the dictionary in the reading mode at word shifting in pdf и epub
is improved;
5. After unplugging earphones TTS is turned off;
6. Continuous press on a word opens the panel of working with text, which includes the
following functions:
a) Create a note;
b) Comment the selected text;
c) Search in Google;
d) Search in a dictionary;
e) Share (ReadRate).
7. Go to page menu is redesigned;
8. TTS menu is redesigned;
9. Reference area in «FbReader» is extended;
10. Opportunity to open html files in the browser is added;
11. After pressing on the book title in the graphical reading menu the information
about the book is displayed.
LIBRARY:
1. Filtration of events on the Main menu wall is realized;
2. New design of displaying books for different views in the Library;
3. New design of the context menu.
APPLICATIONS:
4. Opportunity to set the photo as a logo in the Photo application without any additional conversions;
1. New design of the Calendar;
2. New design of the Browser;
3. New design of the Dictionary;
4. New design of the PocketNews;
5. New design of the Scribble;
6. Added application Chess;
7. Added application Book Store.
8. Removed application Obreey Sync.
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CONNECTIONS:
1. The error tracking and error description system while connecting to Wi-Fi is
improved;
2. If the battery is charged to 95% and more, the icon in the status bar is displayed as
«fully charged»;
3. Opportunity to select the Wi-Fi region, that infuences on the accessabity of some
frequence channels;
4. The English keyboard layout is opened automatically when the pre-shared key
should be entered.
SETTINGS:
1. Opportunity to configure the status bar in the reading mode;
2. New design of Settings;
3. New design of the Interface font window
4. Opportunity of time synchronization via Wi-Fi;
5. Added section Accounts and Synchronization: ReadRate, Adobe DRM;
6. Automatic deletion of the firmware file swupdate.bin after software update via Wi-Fi;
7. Opportunity of choosing the reading menu view: graphical (new), textual (old);
8. Opportunity of setting the book cover as the power-off logo.
OTHER:
1. New design of pop-up windows;
2. New icons in the Task Manager and the Multitask window;
3. Added inset of Book Store for the compact view of the Main menu;
4. After unplugging earphones Mp3 player is paused;
5. In the Browser the address bar and entry field are completely cleared by continuous
press on the «Delete» button of the keyboard;
6. Added titles over the keyboard.
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Fixed:
READERS:
1. After changing the orientation in the Content section the page count was displayed
incorrectly;
2. In the mode of the notes creation, turning pages by “Back” button sometimes did
not work;
3. In the dictionary the first letter could not be selected if the sentence started with a
«bullet» symbol;
4. The absence of the overlap while turning pages in pdf.
LIBRARY:
1. fb2.zip files could not be opened;
2. Data in the Library could not be updated after SD card exchange.
SETTINGS:
1. Device could not be connected to invisible networks.
CONNECTIONS:
1. Firmware update can be performed without connecting cable, if the battery is fully
charged.
BROWSER:
1. The problem of encoding is solved;
2. Increased speed of displaying characters, input from the keyboard, in the address
bar.
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